‘Race to Success’ is designed to encourage teams to work and have fun together whilst planning and completing a project.

Involving elements of efficiency, time management, creativity, and ‘driving’ skill – each team player will find an area in which to excel. From an initial briefing, teams will be required to build their own outdoor go-kart and trailer using the kit provided to them. No instructions are included and resources are limited, so inter team communication is key to successfully completing this part of the challenge. Of course our experienced event crew will be on hand to help teams along the way.

Once built, the teams will need to demonstrate their communication and planning skills to strip down and re-build the kart in the fastest possible time for maximum points. With finishing touches of designer number plates and aerial mounted flags completing the teams’ karts, its then off to the track for race time! Having passed the MOT testing stage, teams put their karts to the true test! Varied races including time trials for speed, team relay laps and trailer reversing skills make up the exciting racing finale to the day. Pooling all the scores gained from the various elements gives the top 3 teams for our prize giving finale – can your team make it to top position on the podium?

“Definitely one of the best, if not the best session of its kind” Coca Cola